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This profile is available until 2010/12/08
Applicants are required to submit evidence of 2 significant teaching or teaching-related experiences. Use this form to
detail Experience #1. A valid experience must be at least 100 hours in duration by December 1, 2010 to be
considered.
The experience should be: • significant & related to teaching • in schools or other community organizations •
instructional in nature • while the applicant is in a leadership position • verified by an immediate supervisor
Position Details
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------This section should detail your title/the position you held in the experience and the location where the experience
took place.
What was the position you held/your job title? *

Where did you perform your duties (i.e. home of child, "XYZ Secondary School", etc.) *

What was the age of the Children/Students/Participants involved? *

The number of students/participants you were responsible for: *
o less than 5
o 5 - 10
o more than 10
What were the subject areas you taught while in this position (if applicable)? *

Length of Time
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------This section outlines specifics regarding the timeframe that you were involved in the experience.
How many HOURS per WEEK did you work? *

Please provide the TOTAL HOURS you worked: *

The date you started this position (if exact day not known, please choose the closest approximation): *

The date you ended this position (if exact day not known, please choose the closest approximation): *

Is this experience still on-going? *
o Yes
o No
Was your involvement for a CONTINUOUS period (i.e. month-after-month, no gaps)? *
o Continuous for 10 months or more
o Continuous for less than 10 months
o SEASONAL work experience of 3 or more seasons in a row (i.e. 3 summer camps)
o SEASONAL work experience of less than 3 seasons in a row (i.e. 2 summer camps)
o This was a short-term intensive experience, not for a continuous period

Responsibilities
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------This section should detail the specific duties you performed and explain the skills you demonstrated/learned that
you think would make you a good educator. Be sure to be SPECIFIC.
Outline your responsibilities/duties while in this position (maximum of 1000 characters): *

Detail the specific skills you learned/demonstrated that you think will make you a good educator (maximum of 1000
characters): *

Experience Verifier Contact Information
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------To confirm the details outlined in this form, provide a Verifier. This should be someone who directly supervised you
in your position.
Be sure to include VALID contact information; if your verifier cannot be reached based on the information provided,
the experience will be considered invalid and will NOT be scored.
Experiences verified by relatives, friends and/or co-workers are NOT acceptable and will be deemed invalid and will
NOT be scored.
Provide the name of the individual we should contact to verify your experience: *

Provide a contact email address that we should use to contact this individual: *

Provide a contact phone number that we should use to contact this individual: *

What was this person's position, in relation to you & your role in this experience (i.e. camp supervisor, classroom
teacher, parent of child tutored, etc.): *

Finish, Print & Submit
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------I certify that all statements herein are true & complete and understand that any misrepresentation by me or a third
party may result in the cancellation of my application or registration status. *
 I agree
Use the SAVE button to ensure that you do not lose your answers. You may continue to work on this document over
several sessions. When you are finished with the document and you wish to submit it to the Admissions Office for
assessment then press the SUBMIT button. AFTER SUBMITTING, NO FURTHER CHANGES WILL BE ALLOWED.

